


THE South African Institute of
Chartered Accountants (SAICA)
welcomes the initiative by
Government to reduce the red
tape that has been hindering
small business from prospering.

Ashley Vandiar, SAICA’s
project director for Assurance
confirms that this is directly in line
with the objective of the new
Companies Act and will go a long
way in promoting
entrepreneurship and economic
growth. “We fully support the
initiative to scrap verification fees
for small businesses, as this will
promote a spirit of compliance
with Black Economic
Empowerment (BEE) without
companies having to incur costs
while doing so.

“Going forward, only an
affidavit confirming the BEE status
will be required for a company to
be recognised.”

However, Vandiar notes that

merely obtaining an affidavit to
gain recognition for BEE purposes
is likely to increase fronting, and
warns that fronting is a serious
common law offense. “The new
legislative changes are going to
make it a criminal offense with
serious consequences, such as
being sentenced up to 10 years in
jail and paying a fine of 10 percent
of the company’s annual turnover,”
he adds – expressing concern
regarding the ethical reliance that
can be placed on affidavits alone
and those entrusted to issue
them.

Vandiar also encourages
Government to consider the use
of South African chartered
accountants [CAs(SA)] in the
verification of small businesses.
“Chartered accountants are well
versed with current and future
legislative issues surrounding
BEE and they currently provide
small exempted micro enterprises

with level 4 and level 3 contributor
status certificates.”

He asserts that CAs(SA) are
bound by the SAICA Code of
Professional Conduct, which is
aligned with the International
Federation of Accountants Code.
As such, CAs(SA) who engage in
unethical practices will be liable to
disciplinary action by the Institute.

Vandiar affirms that a CA(SA)
is also a bona fide Commissioner
of Oaths, and is thus entrusted by
law to certify documents.

“CAs(SA) are best suited both
ethically and technically to provide
small businesses with the
certification they need for BEE
purposes.

“Due to the nature of their
profession, CAs(SA) are also well
positioned to assist Government
with the eradication of the fronting
which Minister Rob Davies
confirmed has become highly
sophisticated,”Vandiar concludes.
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IMPROVING ACCOUNTING 
PROFICIENCY 

 
 
 

The School of Accounting, Economics and Finance at the University of KwaZulu-Natal 
(UKZN) invites applications  from candidates wishing to pursue postgraduate  studies 
for either the Postgraduate Diploma in Accounting (PGDA) or a Bachelor of Commerce 
(Honours) in Accountancy (BCom Honours Accounting) offered on the Pietermaritzburg 
and Westville campuses. 

 
These  programmes  can  be  pursued  after  successful  completion  of  a  Bachelor  of 
Commerce in Accounting which is offered on both campuses. 

 
Postgraduate Diploma in Accounting 
The objective of the Programme is for students to obtain a PGDA together with a Certificate in 
the Theory of Accounting (CTA) which will entitle them to write the South African Institute of 
Chartered Accountants (SAICA) part one (board) exam, or alternatively for students to pass all 
four modules in two years in order to obtain a PGDA. 

 
Bachelor of Commerce Honours in Accounting 
The objective of the Programme is for students to obtain a BCom Honours Accounting together 
with a CTA which will entitle them to write the SAICA part one (board) exam, or alternatively 
for students to obtain a BCom Honours in Accounting only. 

 
Closing date for applications: 20 December 2013 

 
For more information contact us: 

 
 
Westville campus  Tel: 031-260 7644                            Pietermaritzburg campus  Tel: 033-260 6486 

Email:  saefpostgrad@ukzn.ac.za 

GLYNNIS CARTHY CA(SA)

ON October 5, 2012, the Revised
Broad-Based Black Economic
Empowerment (B-BBEE) Codes of
Good Practice were issued for public
comment.The final revised codes were
gazetted on October 11, 2013 and are
applicable to all measured entities 12
months after this date, although early
adoption is permitted.

The revised codes place a stronger
emphasis on the ownership control
element of the B-BBEE
scorecard. Since the ownership is a
priority element, qualifying small
entities and large entities will need to
increase their ownership participation
of black people in order to achieve the
required sub minimum score or face
stringent penalties for failing to do so.

It is imperative to have a thorough
understanding of the accounting impact
of such ownership participation before
finalising an agreement, since the entity
will typically be required to recognise
quite a large expense in the period that
the B-BBEE deal is entered into. An
example of this can be seen in the
income statement for the year ended
March 31, 2013 of Tongaat-Hulett
Limited, which showed that a cost of
R44 million was incurred.This is in

addition to a once-off cost of R320m in
2007.

Unfortunately, the same accounting
principles apply to unlisted entities -
and the accounting can therefore be
costly because experts are usually
required to perform valuations and to
provide advice.

A typical transaction that results in
the ownership participation of black
people will require the following
accounting in terms of both
International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS) and International
Financial Reporting Standards for
Small and Medium Entities (IFRS for
SMEs) in respect of the ownership
portion only:

1) An in-depth understanding of the
type of instrument that has been issued
to the black people;

2) A valuation of the instrument that
has been issued to the black people;

3) The recognition of an expense
equal to the value of the instrument
referred to in (2) above;

4) A credit to a liability equal to the
amount referred to in (3) above; and 

5. An annual valuation of the liability
to its fair value until such time as it is
settled, with the impact being
recognised in profit or loss.

Continued on page 6 ...

Accounting for 
B-BBEE ownership

transactions

GOVERNMENT REDUCES RED TAPE
FOR SMALL BUSINESSES IN LINE

WITH NEW COMPANIES ACT
Scrapping of verification fees will promote

entrepreneurship and economic growth
CARMEN WESTERMEYER CA(SA)

THE Minister of Finance caused some
panic when he announced in his
February 27, 2013 budget speech that
major changes were to be made to the
tax treatment of trusts to counter
perceived abuse.The primary complaint
is that trusts have “long been a problem
for global tax enforcement due to their
flexibility and flow-through nature”. It is
also an assumption that most trusts are
established as tax avoidance vehicles.

And in this regard the 2013 Budget
Review contained the following
statements:

❑ “A discretionary trust should no
longer act as a flow-through vehicle.A
taxable income or loss (including a
capital gain or capital loss) should be
fully calculated at trust level with
distributions acting as deductible
payments to the extent of current taxable
income.A beneficiary will be eligible to
receive a tax-free distribution, except
when it gives rise to a deductible
payment (which will be included as
ordinary revenue).

❑ “A trading trust will similarly be
taxable at the entry level, with
distributions acting as deductible
payments to the extent  of current
taxable income.A trust will be viewed as
a trading trust if it either conducts a trade
or if a beneficial ownership interest in it is
freely transferable.

❑ “A distribution from an offshore
foundation will be treated as ordinary
revenue.This amendment targets a
scheme designed to shield income from
global taxation.”

This announcement was followed by
extensive speculation about the nature of
the changes.The first key concern is that
the loss of the flow-through nature would
mean that certain exemptions would no
longer be available to beneficiaries.The
second concern is that any investments
made by a trust would be treated as
income – in other words, the full gain
would be subject to normal tax and not
capital gains tax.The potential additional
tax burden as a result of the proposed
changes would be huge.

Since then, several meetings
between National Treasury, Sars and
various industry representatives have
been held.The industries that had
representatives present included FPI,
the South African Institute of Tax
Practitioners, FISA, the Law Society of
South Africa, and Saica.

These meetings were aimed at
gaining some clarity on the intended
changes to the tax legislation applicable
to trusts.At the most recent meeting,
representatives were informed that no
major changes will be made to the tax
legislation in the immediate future.

A discussion document would be
issued for comment before major
legislative amendments are made.The
mini budget on Wednesday also
provided no further updates on the
expected changes.

This is good news since much is at
stake for existing and future trusts if
radical changes are made to the law
without first being properly researched.

* Carmen Westermeyer is a
taxation lecturer at UKZN’s School of
Accounting, Economics and Finance.

Taxation of trusts:
where are we?
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responsible leadership.

A CA(SA) turns 
every challenge 

into a solution.  

“A CA(SA) designation offers a multitude of opportunities 

to transform not only a business, but also the individuals 

and communities around it. Obtaining my CA(SA) designation 
was not easy. It forces one to find innovative ways of turning 
problems into possibilities. This is a mindset that every 
CA(SA) has to adopt in order to maintain their designation – 
and as a result they are uniquely skilled to empower not only 
themselves, but the people around them. That’s why a CA(SA) 
leaves more than an impact on the bottom line… they leave a 
legacy of success.”  

And that’s the difference a CA(SA) makes. 

www.findacasa.co.za

or building a community –
Whether you’re building a business

determination is your strongest foundation.
Kashveera Chanderjith CA(SA)
Audit Manager: Anglo American,  

community builder and SA’s first deaf CA(SA)
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NAEEM ASVAT CA(SA)
REGIONAL EXECUTIVE, SAICA

MORE often than not, we hear the
concept of leadership being
bandied around and it has almost
become a cliché.What do we really
understand by leadership and what
does it actually mean? There are
perceptions that there is “good
leadership” and “bad leadership” –
but how does one actually define
these concepts.

Good leadership effectively
means responsible, ethical
leadership.This type of leadership
encompasses the behaviour of
responsibility as a leader and it is
closely underpinned by an ethical

foundation.We believe that in order
to be recognised as a good leader,
the person at the helm should
possess both these qualities and
behaviours.

It must be noted that poor
decision-making can have far-
reaching consequences, the impact
of which could be potentially
disastrous.

Therefore the importance of
responsible ethical leadership
cannot be emphasised enough, as
such a leader would be able to
determine right from wrong,
ensuring the moral compass of the
organisation is working.

All chartered accountants
[CAs(SA)] are professionals bound

by the SAICA code of professional
conduct, which ensures that they
act in accordance with high ethical
standards that are aligned with
international best practices.The
SAICA code is even more stringent
than the international code to
account for situations specific to the
South African environment.The
appeal of the chartered
accountancy profession, through its
adherence to the code, is its ability
to adapt to the fast-moving and
ever-changing world in which we
live. In so doing, the profession has
an ability to maintain relevance and
demonstrate leadership throughout
all ages.

It goes without saying that sound

responsible ethical leadership in
any organisation, be it in business
or government, will ensure the long-
term sustainability and success of
the organisation.

This has the inevitable
consequence of creating sustained
value on a long-term basis for the
organisation and society as a
whole.

The fact is that responsible
ethical leadership starts at the top of
any organisation, perhaps at the
CEO level or equivalent – and this
type of behaviour needs to be
instilled throughout the entire
organisation to ensure that
responsibility and ethics is at the
forefront of decision making.

RESPONSIBLE ETHICAL LEADERSHIP

PIET NEL CA(SA)
PROJECT DIRECTOR: TAX, SAICA

EARLIER this year the Tax Court in Pretoria heard a
dispute between a vendor and the South African
Revenue Services (Sars) regarding the vendor’s value-
added tax (Vat) assessments.This was the third time
that the same dispute had come before the courts.

In this case, Sars conducted an audit in respect of the
tax affairs of the vendor and his close corporation.The
audit revealed that the vendor had under-declared, and
had consequently underpaid Vat to Sars.

Sars raised an assessment to recover the Vat
underpaid, and added additional taxes and interest.The
vendor personally objected to the additional taxes and
interest, but Sars disallowed the objection.

The issue was the fact that the assessment was
done by Sars on a merger of two separate tax entities,
which Sars conceded was done incorrectly. However,
as previously indicated, the vendor did not raise this
matter in the original objection, but raised this
specific issue in the Tax Court when the appeal was
heard.

The Tax Court (court of first instance) held “that
the notice of objection and the letter accompanying it
does not cover the issue which the appellant now
wishes to raise, namely, that the capital amount
levied for Vat is wrong”.

The vendor was granted leave to appeal to the
Supreme Court of Appeal. Judge Ponnan held that
when the vendor challenged the capital amount for
the first time in the Tax Court, it effectively raised a
new objection directed at an assessed amount that
had not previously been objected to. Because this
new objection was raised more than three years after
the assessment, the vendor cannot lawfully require
Sars to revisit its assessment, even if it was wrong.

The vendor then took the case to the Tax Court
and requested that the court declare the assessment
null and void. Judge Pretorius held, in the first
instance, that the Pretoria-based Tax Court cannot
come to a decision which is contrary to what the
Supreme Court of Appeal had already decided. He
then continued to confirm that the court cannot
declare the assessment invalid, as it was never
contested in the objections by the vendor.

What lessons can taxpayers learn from this? 
The first important point is that it is advisable to

obtain the reasons for any assessment by Sars in all
instances where there is a dispute.

Another important issue to note is to observe the
prescription rules.Our courts have indicated on a
number of occasions that it is in the public interest that
disputes should come to an end.The Tax Administration
Act prescribes the period of limitations for issuance of
assessments – generally three or five years.Taxpayers
must therefore ensure that they raise their objections
before the end of these periods to prevent prescription to
apply. It is always a good idea to consult a tax practitioner
if someone is uncertain of the law.

Tax assessments
and prescription:

lessons to be 
learnt



JUANITA STEENEKAMP CA(SA)
PROJECT DIRECTOR OF GOVERNANCE, SAICA

WITH the deadline of May 1, 2013 for
companies to amend their articles and
memorandum of association to a Memorandum
of Incorporation (MOI) free of charge, come and
gone, the Companies and Intellectual Property
Commission (CIPC) has highlighted a number
of problems that have arisen because of a
misinterpretation or misunderstanding of the
requirements.These issues are currently being
experienced by companies submitting their
new MOIs, which include company shares and
billing.

With the 2008 Companies Act that became
effective on May 1, 2011, the requirements for
incorporated companies were amended and
this required these companies to have a set of
articles of association and memorandum of
association (articles and memorandum)
changed to a new MOI.

Naturally, the previous articles and
memorandum is now deemed to be the new
MOI in accordance with the requirement of the
2008 Companies Act.The transitional
provisions provided that for a period of two
years after May 1, 2011, a company could
amend its MOIs free of charge to bring it in line
with the 2008 Companies Act requirements.

There seems to be some problems
experienced by companies submitting their
MOIs. Specifically, the two issues that seem to
crop up with most queries during submissions
fall within the areas of company shares and
billing.

It is clear that the issues experienced
demonstrate that some companies are not
aware of certain requirements in the 2008
Companies Act when submitting a new MOI.

With regards to the issue of shares, most
companies submit a standard MOI without
providing clarity regarding the classification of
the shares.The law says companies should
take note that if they submit a standard MOI, it
will only have reference to no-par value shares
as the 2008 Companies Act allows companies
to have no par value shares
only.

However, the transitional
provisions Schedule 5,
paragraph 6 states that shares
of a pre-existing company that
have been issued with a par
value and that are held by a
shareholder before May 1,
2011, continue to have a par

value assigned to them.
Companies therefore have to include these

par value shares in the standard MOI as per
their previous Memorandum and Articles of
Association. If the company no longer wishes
to have par value shares, they need to follow
the steps indicated in Regulation 31 dealing
with the conversion of par value shares to no
par value shares.When new classes of
shares are created, companies should take
care that the class is distinguishable from
existing classes of shares as per section
36(1) of the 2008 Companies Act. A company
cannot have shares of the same class with
two different values.

Regarding billing, there seems to be
confusion regarding the billing of the MOI
amendments and other documents filed.
Companies are, in certain instances, billed for
the filing of an amendment to their MOI.The
2008 Companies Act states in Schedule 5(2)
that a MOI may be filed without charge during
the two-year period, and any name changes
required to bring the company in line with the
new Companies Act will also be free of
charge.This period ended on April 30, 2013.

Businesses are encouraged to take note
that Schedule 5(2), which deals with the fact
that MOI amendments that are filed with no
charge, only applies to pre-existing

companies – these are companies that were
in existence prior to May 1, 2011.

If the company was formed after May 1,
2011 and it now requires amendments to its
MOI, fees will be payable for the filing of a MOI
amendment, regardless of the date when it
was lodged. Normal company changes such
as name and main business changes will
also be billed, as it is not in line with Schedule
5(2)’s requirements.

Pre-existing companies  are cautioned to
also take note that only the first amendment
to the MOI will be filed at no charge. For any
additional amendments, a fee will be
charged.The current fees for a MOI
amendment are as follows:

❑ R80 for minor amendments
❑ R250 in case of any other

amendments.
For the standard MOI forms, the fee is

R175 for profit and non-profit companies
using the short form, and R475 for non-profit
companies using the longer forms prescribed
by the CIPC.

Companies and the persons processing
their information should therefore ensure that
there are sufficient funds available for these
transactions to be processed by the CIPC.
Should there be insufficient funds available,
the CIPC will not process the transaction.

MUNEER HASSAN CA(SA)
SENIOR EXECUTIVE OF STANDARDS, SAICA

MORE often than not, when there seems to be
uncertainty regarding the financial landscape of the
country, investors often look to move funds offshore.

With the European economic crisis showing little
sign of giving way, listed companies in South Africa
may see their own home turf as ideal hubs for
promoting investment into the region.

This is on the backdrop of the announcement
made by the Minister of Finance, Pravin Gordhan in
his 2012 budget speech, when he said that
companies listed on the Johannesburg Stock
Exchange may designate one South African resident
company in their group as a treasury company, which
will fall outside of exchange control restrictions.

This statement brings with it a major incentive for
companies to manage their offshore as well as
African operations from South Africa, instead of
running these from a treasury company based
outside of South Africa.He says that this relaxation
could benefit both the country and the southern
African region, as the country could become a
financial and investment hub as a result of the
change.

Based on Minister Gordhan’s pronouncement,
the relaxation means that a group may transfer up to
R750 million into their designated treasury company
per annum, without any formal approval - and this is
over and above the annual “regular” allowance of
R500m per annum given to companies that want to
invest abroad.

What this means is that potentially R1.25billion
could be transferred to this treasury company
annually – R750 m of this without any formal
approval while the R500m would be transferred
through application to an authorised dealer.

This treasury company may then be used to
invest into offshore and African investments, with the
freedom to raise and transfer capital abroad and
enjoy unrestricted cash pooling as well as remit
locally-generated income abroad.

There are two major requirements for the treasury
company to be legal:

❑ the subsidiary must register with the Financial
Surveillance Department at the South African Reserve
Bank; and 

❑ the subsidiary must be a tax resident in South
Africa 

Although legislation already allows for the
establishment of a headquarter company for tax
purposes, these companies are treated as non-
residents for exchange control.As such, investors
currently require Reserve Bank approval for any
investments of more than R500m into this headquarter
company. It is therefore less onerous to establish a
treasury company whereby one would not be calling
the reserve bank until the substantial figure of R1.25 bn
is exceeded.

This is a major step forward in cutting through red
tape and easing the flow of investments, both in and out
of the country – putting South Africa firmly at the
forefront of investment powerhouses on the continent.
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Struggling to keep up with 
the ever changing technical environment?

• The training needs of your staff, 
• The ever-changing technical aspects of the accounting profession and
• Preparing your staff to be professionally competent for the new APC

(part 2 Board exam) and their careers in general?

Maitland & Associates are ideally placed to assist you in both technical
and soft skill aspects.  We are able to consult and train on any topic
from accounting, ethics, tax, assurance and financial management
topics, through to developing and enabling your staff to communicate
more effectively in the business environment with a range of soft skill
workshops.

We are also able to set assignments and assess your staff 
if required, and support any staff that are currently studying part time.

We would be very excited to sit with you and discuss how we can
create a customised package that would suit your needs both
practically and financially.

Carmen, Jane and I look forward to hearing from you.

Are you coping with

Business Consultants
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• C.A. Maitland   C.A(SA) •

Po Box 2258, 
Hilton 

3245
Cell: 082 927 0807
Fax: 033 342 2709

Email: camaitland@gmail.com
www.maitlandaccounting.co.za

Home turf advantage could be
ideal springboard for promoting

investment regionally

Issues experienced by companies
submitting new MOIs
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YUSUF DUKANDER CA(SA)
PROJECT DIRECTOR: FINANCIAL
SERVICES, SAICA

THE new medical contribution credits,
which are now effective for the 2013
tax year, will probably make medical
aid cover reasonably affordable for
lower income earners.

Taxpayers who belong to a medical
scheme will now qualify for
contribution credits, whereas
previously, taxpayers were entitled to a
deduction.The contribution credits are
set at a fixed monthly amount for the
taxpayer and first dependant, and at
two-thirds of this amount for additional
dependants.

This is a positive development in
the health care industry, until such time
as the National Health Insurance
(NHI) is fully operational.

Considering that about 84 percent
of South Africans are still living without
medical aid cover, these medical aid
tax credits come at a crucial time in the
lives of many South Africans.Of South
Africa’s estimated 51.8 million citizens,
only 3.7 million are principal members
and a further 4.8 million are
dependents of one or other medical

scheme.
With the current tough economic

times, many low and middle-income
earners might believe that financial
limitations give them no choice but to
risk their family’s health by either not
having medical aid or reducing their
cover.However, families should factor
in the medical contribution credit when
making this important decision.We
encourage people who do not have
medical aid to look at their finances
and at the medical contribution credit
to see if they can afford cover.

Example
For example, let’s look at a

taxpayer earning a taxable income
under the R160 000 per annum
threshold, with a spouse and one
dependant.

Hypothetically, prior to this
amendment, they were entitled to a
deduction of R338 pm in total for the
2012 year of assessment.

With the introduction of the
contribution credit, they are now
entitled to an amount of R614 pm – an
impressive increase of R276 per
month.

Choosing appropriate cover
Even those familiar with medical

aids should consider the health cover
they purchase as carefully as they do
their home, car and personal
belongings’ insurance.However,
choosing the most appropriate
medical aid cover can appear difficult,
as people’s needs and schemes differ.
It is therefore recommended that
people perform a self-risk profile by
responding to the following key
questions:

❑How old are you? 
Age is a critical factor, as health

care complications tend to increase
with age.The older you become, the
more expensive it becomes to join
schemes for the first time.It makes
financial and health sense to join early.

❑How is your health? 
Some schemes have benefit

options with considerably reduced
costs if you lead a healthy lifestyle.So if
you exercise regularly, consume
nutritious foods, have no chronic
diseases and your family has no
history of serious health problems,
then a hospital plan with adequate
benefits may be fine.However, if you
suffer from any of the 25 conditions on
the Chronic Diseases List – such as
epilepsy, asthma or cardiac failure –

then it’s imperative that you take out
sufficient cover to meet these costs.A
comprehensive option would be a
better idea in this instance.

❑How many people will be
covered? 

Will the cover just be for you, or do
you also need to cover your family and
dependants? This factor should
address you and your dependants’
profiles and medical needs, and an
overall benefit option should then be
taken.

❑What can you afford? 
Low-income earners should

consider network choices.This
provides them with medical care at
specific hospitals or doctors – generally
close to where they live.However, these
are designed to include standard
benefits, which may be limited.Loyalty
programmes alone should never be a
deciding factor when choosing a
medical aid scheme.That’s because
they have no correlation to the benefits
from the scheme.

❑What’s in the fine print?
As a member of a scheme one

must be certain of the benefits in a
particular option.It is important to
establish what exactly the medical aid

would pay and the contribution from the
medical savings.Also, consumers
should draw comparisons to ensure
that they are adequately covered.It is
also important to read the scheme
correspondence, particularly annual
scheme letters addressing changes in
contributions, and new or revised
benefits.Being well-informed ensures
that the member has protection and
cover.

All medical schemes are, by law,
required to cover a basket of benefits
– known as Prescribed Minimum
Benefits (PMB), which must be
covered at cost.The PMB list includes
the provision of the diagnosis,
treatment and care costs of specific
chronic diseases, as well as any
emergency medical condition.

Schemes base their rates on their
own scheme tariffs – in other words,
rates vary from scheme to scheme or
from one option to the next. However,
some doctors and other health care
providers are increasingly charging
above the scheme base rate.

So, where does this leave the
consumer? People should always ask
the doctor what their rates are to avoid
any surprises.

ONLY less than 40 percent of all
businesses eligible for an independent
review in 2012 opted for one.This is
according to the South African Institute of
Chartered Accountants’(SAICA) recent
survey of small and medium accounting
firms, which aimed to ascertain the views
of practitioners following the 2008
Companies Act’s (the Act) promulgation.

Ashley Vandiar, SAICA’s project
director:Assurance and Member’s
Advice, explains that of all the survey
findings, one of the most significant
revelations was the fact that the majority
of practitioners reported that less than 
40 percent of their clients that were
eligible for an independent review,
actually elected this option.“An
overwhelming 85.7 percent of
respondents felt that the work effort
required in an independent review
equates to between 60 to 100 percent of
that for an audit.Of these respondents,
32.1 percent believed that the work effort
in an independent review will equate to
between 80 and 100 percent of an audit.”

Pure versus combined
The study further revealed that audit

firms which provided both independent
reviews and accounting services to their
clients, reported a lower cost and lower
billable hours charged for the
performance of review services when
compared to practitioners who performed
review services only.

These findings are consistent with
prior international research, which
concluded that the performance of both
assurance and non-assurance services
by the same practitioner would result in
economies of scope and knowledge spill-
overs from the one service to the other.

“Regulation 29(5) of the Act now
prohibits the preparer of a company’s
financial statements from also being the
independent reviewer – and in so doing,
will prohibit economies of scope and
result in increased costs,”continues
Vandiar.

When specifically asked about the
effect of Regulation 29(5):

❑93.1 percent of respondents
indicated that it would increase costs;

❑41.4 percent of respondents
believed that while it would increase costs
of performing an independent review, an

independent review will still be cheaper
than an audit

❑Majority of respondents 
(51.70 percent) however believe that
Regulation 29(5) will increase costs of an
independent review to the extent that an
independent review will equal or exceed
the cost of an audit

Audit versus independent review
The survey results also indicate that

practitioners believe that the time taken
to complete a review, when compared to
an audit, is significantly less.“The results
also reveal that although an independent
review is generally cheaper than an
audit, the difference is not a significant
margin,”Vandiar advises.He says that
one needs to take cognisance of the fact
that companies with a Public Interest
Score between 100 and 350 that want to
exercise their option to have an
independent review, will need to appoint
an independent accounting professional
and have their financials independently
compiled and reported.

“Firms agree that it is important to
bear in mind that the cost of having
independently compiled financial reports
together with the cost of an independent
review is most likely to exceed the cost of
having a voluntary audit.

“These firms believe that when
looking at the holistic cost of a review
compared to an audit, the reduction in
cost for smaller entities is questionable,”
says Vandiar.

A clear finding from this survey is that
Regulation 29(5) is contrary to the
objective of the Act, since it results in an
increase in costs and regulatory burdens
for smaller entities to the extent that it
almost negates all the cost savings that
could have been achieved by entities
selecting a lower form of assurance to
audit.

Vandiar confirms that while
Regulation 29(5) will undoubtedly result
in extremely high independence of the
review practitioner, he questions whether
such high independence is required for
entities that clearly fall out of the scope of
the public interest.“The costs of achieving
practitioner independence should never
exceed the benefits or quality that can be
achieved through potential knowledge
spill overs,”he reiterates.

MEDICAL TAX CREDIT NOW IN FORCE BY SARS

Survey confirms businesses still prefer audits
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From page 2...
Example
This simple example illustrates the

impact of such a transaction. Assume
Company A (Pty) Ltd has 100 shares
in issue, all owned by one shareholder.
The shareholder dilutes his interest by
giving 25 percent of the shares to black
people for free, with the value of those
shares being R1m.

Company A applies IFRS for SMEs
in its financial statements.
Applying the steps outlined above:

1) 25 shares have been issued to
the black people for free;

2) A valuation of Company A shows
that the 25 shares are worth R1 million;

3) A B-BBEE expense is recognised
immediately for R1m 

(R1m less R0 paid);
4) A liability of R1M will be

recognised;
5) The liability will be fair valued

annually. Assume that at the end of the
following year, the 25 percent interest
in shares is now worth R1.4m. A
further expense of R400 000 will be
recognised in the income statement,
with an equivalent credit to the liability

such that it is now reflected at
R1.4 million.

Note
In the event that the entity does not

have any obligation to pay cash to the
black people should they choose to
dispose of the shares, the credit to
liability referred to in step (4) above
would be a credit to equity and is then
not restated annually. However, this is
usually not the case in an unlisted
environment because the shares
cannot be disposed of freely.

Conclusion
The simple example above belies

the fact that B-BBEE ownership
transactions are one of the most
complex areas in accounting. For this
reason, I recommend that you consult
with your auditor, advisor or an expert
in IFRS or IFRS for SMEs prior to
entering into such a transaction.

* Glynnis Carthy is an
independent financial reporting
consultant, who focuses on learning
and advice in respect of IFRS, SA
Statements of GAAP or IFRS for
SMEs.

Accounting for B-BBEE
ownership transactions

SAICA Eastern Region annual dinner 2013 – Sponsored by Investec Specialist Bank
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PIET NEL CA(SA)
PROJECT DIRECTOR: TAX, SAICA

EARLIER this year, the South African
Revenue Service (Sars) published a
list of bodies recognised by Sars as a
controlling body for tax practitioners.
A number of other bodies were
already recognised as such in terms
of the Tax Administration Act earlier
this year.This was done because the
law now requires that any
person doing tax-related
work (tax advice or
assistance with tax return
completion) needs to be
registered with Sars as a
tax practitioner and also
to fall under the
jurisdiction of one of the
recognised controlling
bodies.

The main purpose of
this change in legislation
is that it will enable Sars
to lodge a complaint with
a controlling body if one
its members does or
omits to do anything with
respect of the affairs of a
taxpayer that Sars
considers to be
unprofessional conduct.

The Tax
Administration Act
provides some guidance
as to what they envisage
here.

Examples of what
Sars considers to be
unprofessional conduct
include, among others,
where the tax practitioner
assists the taxpayer to
avoid or postpone tax
obligations; did not
exercise due diligence in
preparing tax returns;
gave wrong tax opinions;
and generally
unreasonably delayed
the finalisation of matters
before Sars.The
professional body will
then have to consider the
complaint and discipline
the member if found
guilty.

All tax practitioners
will be required to keep
their tax knowledge up-
to-date by meeting
certain minimum
continuing professional
development hours per
year.

All of this will mean
that the number of
persons that can render
tax-related services will
have decreased.Another
consequence that can be
expected is that the fees
for tax-related services
will increase.

The Tax
Administration Act makes
it an offence if any person
for consideration
provides tax advice or
completes (or assists
with) a tax return where
that person is not
registered as a tax
practitioner as explained
above. It is advisable that
taxpayers should ensure
that their tax practitioners
meet the legislative
requirements.

A CA(SA) is a
member of one of these
recognised controlling
bodies (Saica) and as
such, would be a tax
practitioner qualified to
render tax-related
services.
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Is your tax adviser a
registered tax
practitioner?
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What are the odds of your 
business making it through 
tax season unscathed?

Pretty good actually, 
if you talk to a CA(SA). 

Consult with a CA(SA) for professional tax planning solutions 
that will minimise your business and individual tax risk. 

Find a CA(SA) in your region by 

visiting www.findacasa.co.za
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